We show that a class of parity based solutions to the strong CP problem predicts new colored particles with mass at the TeV scale, due to constraints from Planck suppressed operators. The new particles are copies of the Standard Model quarks and leptons. The new quarks can be produced at the LHC and are either collider stable or decay into Standard Model quarks through a Higgs, a W or a Z boson. We discuss some simple but generic predictions of the models for the LHC and find signatures not related to the traditional solutions of the hierarchy problem. We thus provide alternative motivation for new physics searches at the weak scale. We also briefly discuss the cosmological history of these models and how to obtain successful baryogenesis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics provides an excellent description of all known low energy phenomena. However, there are several instances in the SM where our effective field theory intuition fails spectacularly. These are the cosmological constant, the Higgs mass (the hierarchy problem), the neutron electric dipole moment (the strong CP problem) and the Yukawa couplings. These problems have motivated most of the work on extensions of the SM that are currently being probed experimentally. The hierarchy problem has been the main driving force behind searches for new physics at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The reason is that any dynamical explanation of the smallness of the Higgs mass requires TeV scale physics while the other problems do not. In this paper, we note that certain solutions to the strong CP problem also provide strong motivation for new physics at the LHC.
The neutron electric dipole moment is proportional to
where θ is the coefficient of the CP violating term in the QCD action G a µνG µν a and Y u,d are the Yukawa matrices. Current experimental measurements of the neutron electric dipole moment indicate that θ < 10 −10 [1] , with an order of magnitude uncertainty from theory [2, 3] . This result is especially surprising given that the Yukawa matrices are complex and have an order one CKM phase, i.e. CP is badly broken in the SM. The smallness of θ is called the strong CP problem.
There are two broad categories of solutions to the strong CP problem. The first are solutions based on anomalous symmetries. The most well known of these solutions are the axion [4] [5] [6] [7] and the massless up quark [8] . In the UV, these solutions have an anomalous symmetry under which θ shifts, rendering it unphysical. In the IR, this anomalous symmetry is spontaneously broken and a scalar field dynamically removes θ from the Lagrangian.
The second class of solutions are those which use Parity (P) or Charge-Parity (CP) to set θ to zero in the UV. After P or CP is spontaneously broken, care must be taken to reintroduce a large CKM phase but a small θ.
The most well known of the CP based solutions are the Nelson-Barr approach [9, 10] and [11] . More recently, a systematic approach to the mediation of CP violation to the SM was done in Ref. [12] . The focus of this paper will be on the parity based solutions [13] .
The fact that the Strong CP problem can provide motivation for new physics at the TeV scale was first observed in Ref. [14] . There it was shown that in the context of a massless quark solution to the strong CP problem, higher dimensional operators combined with the stringent bounds on the neutron EDM can require the existence of new colored particles at the TeV scale. In this note, we show that a broad class of parity based solutions to the strong CP problems are also subject to strong constraints from higher dimensional operators and also predict colored TeV scale physics.
II. MODEL
To solve the strong CP problem, we define a generalized parity and then spontaneously break it without introducing new phases. We double the matter content of the SM and enlarge the gauge group to
Under generalized parity, SU (3) c ×U (1) Y are invariant while SU (2) W and SU (2) W are exchanged. The matter content of the SM is doubled so that generalized parity sends SM fermions to their mirror conjugates and our Higgs into the mirror Higgs. In what follows we denote the new particles with a prime. The θ angle is odd under generalized parity. This forces θ = 0 for SU (3) c and U (1) Y in the UV. Furthermore, the symmetry results in the Yukawa matrices taking the form
which gives
Thus an exact generalized parity solves the strong CP problem while allowing a non-zero CKM phase at tree level.
At this point, generalized parity is a good symmetry of the theory. However we do not see mirror quarks at low energies and this symmetry must be spontaneously broken. To implement the spontaneous breaking, we assume that there exists a SM singlet pseudo-scalar φ which is odd under generalized parity and obtains a vacuum expectation value (vev). The most general Lagrangian for the scalar φ is
After φ obtains a vev, the two Higgs vevs are split and θ will be regenerated through loops. However, as shown in Ref. [15] , this effect is unobservably small in the SM. Similar considerations show that it is also negligible for these types of theories [13] . The breaking of the symmetry introduces a new scale f in the theory:
In an attempt to only solve one problem at a time, we ignore the hierarchy problem f v in the following discussion. This hierarchy can be made radiatively stable by introducing supersymmetry into the model. Alternatively, we could take the approach of split SUSY [16] and assume that the anthropic principle solves the hierarchy problem while supersymmetry stabilizes f relatively to M Pl . In this framework we would have traded the tuning of the neutron electric dipole moment for a tuning that can be be explained using anthropic arguments.
As it is well known in the case of axion models [17] [18] [19] , solutions to the strong CP problem are constrained by higher dimensional operators [20] . If we include the effects of gravity, our theory contains dimension five interactions in the form
After φ obtains a vev, these operators (which are related by an anomalous field redefinition) result in a non-zero θ. Requiring these new contributions to be smaller than the experimental bound gives φ ≈ H 10 −10 M Pl ≈ 10 6 TeV. Therefore the u, d and electron partners have masses roughly below 10 TeV. As mentioned before, due to theory uncertainties the bound on θ is only valid to an order of magnitude, so that the upper bound on the masses of these new particles can vary between 1 and 100 TeV. This constraint does not depend on the details of the model discussed at the beginning of this section and applies to all solutions which double the SM matter content. Thus much of the parameter space of these models is within reach of LHC searches for new colored particles.
The only way to relax the upper bound is to introduce additional structure in the symmetry breaking sector. We could imagine that it contains two scalars φ 1 and φ 2 and a new hidden symmetry under which both scalars are charged, but φ 1 φ 2 is neutral. If only one of the two scalars is odd under generalized parity and both get a vev of O(f ), we can repeat most of the discussion above replacing φ with φ 1 φ 2 . In this new theory f 10 −5 M Pl . So the presence of new TeV scale colored fermions in this class of theories is not required but is still a general possibility worthy of attention.
III. PHENOMENOLOGY
The behavior of the mirror particles at colliders is largely determined by the tree-level mass mixing between the SM and the mirror sector
Invariance under generalized parity requires the µ matrices to be Hermitian. In the limit where these mass mixings go to zero, there is an enhanced symmetry (mirror baryon and lepton number). It is thus technically natural for these mass terms to be small. If µ is non-zero, then the mirror quarks can decay. In order to determine how the mirror quarks decay, we first perform a spurious SM flavor rotation to make the Yukawa matrices diagonal and real. All of the flavor violation is now in the CKM matrix and µ. The mass matrix for the quarks can be easily diagonalized under the as- 
where the subscript m denotes mass eigenstates. The mixing of the left-handed SM quarks is suppressed compared to the right-handed mixing. This is not surprising since only the right-handed SM quarks mix directly with the new sector. The size of the suppression strongly depends on the generation indexes L / R ≈ 10 −1 − 10 −7 . The leading effect of R is to shift Higgs couplings
while Z boson couplings remain diagonal at tree-level and the W boson is only affected by the smaller L mixing. We find that the new contributions to Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) in this model are dominated by tree-level Higgs exchange. The corresponding constraints on Higgs couplings have been worked out in Ref. [21] . Here we discuss only the bounds on the quark sector that are those relevant for LHC phenomenology and take f ≈ 10 8 GeV, so that they apply to light quarks with m ≈ TeV. The constraints on the model are summarized in Tab. I.
If R is a random matrix, we find that in order to avoid FCNC constraints, we need all its elements to satisfy
−2 . This is due to the fact that observables are not affected by a single element of the matrix, but by the sum k ( R ) ik ( † R ) kj . The assumption of a flavor anarchic R requires that µ is a random matrix times the Yukawa matrices. This would be technically natural given the flavor symmetries, but it would introduce very diverse mass scales in the matrix µ. However it is equally plausible that we have a single scalê µ and random O(1) flavor breaking parameters. In this case the bounds giveμ u (d) 190(100) GeV. As discussed above, aside from FCNC, the mixing between the two sectors allows for the mirror quarks to decay through the emission of a W, Z or Higgs boson. The decays are dominated by the couplings in the second line of Eq. (8) . There are three scenarios that are consistent with the flavor constraints that we have just discussed. The first consists in taking µ = 0. In this case we have a new conserved mirror baryon and lepton number and massive stable charged particles at the LHC. In the second scenario we consider two inequivalent possibilities from the flavor perspective that have the same collider phenomenology, either R is flavor anarchic, with R 4 × 10 −2 or µ contains a single scale smaller than about 100 GeV with random O(1) flavor violation. The mirror quarks then preferentially decay into third generation quarks. This is true also for more general choices of µ matrix elements as long as µ
). In what follows we indicate this scenario as flavor anarchic R or µ. The third possibility is that µ is flavor diagonal and the first generation mirror quarks decay preferentially into first generation quarks. Similar signatures arise also if we take µ
, with the possibility of having decays to second generation quarks.
Before discussing the three cases in more detail, it is worth mentioning that the single production of first generation mirror quarks is suppressed by powers of a small Yukawa, making these processes unobservable at the LHC even for R = O(1). This is a generic feature of these models due to the doubling of SU (2) W , which forces the mixing to proceed only in the right-handed SM sector. Therefore we show only bounds on final states arising from pair production of the mirror quarks.
a. µ = 0 In the first case, the mirror quarks are collider stable. Currently the strongest bound is set by the ATLAS search in Ref. [22] . To obtain a good estimate of the constraint on a u and a d , we can use the stop and sbottom cross section exclusions. The ATLAS collaboration shows the results of two separate analyses, one that does not use the information from the muon system and is thus insensitive to the behavior of R-hadrons inside the calorimeters and one that exploits the data from the full detector. We use the two bounds and the heavy quark pair production cross section computed in [23] at NLO using HATHOR [24] to get a mass exclusion for the u and d . We find m u 1120 GeV and m d 1079 GeV from the search not including the muon system. This is the most conservative bound and differs from the full detector exclusion by less than 20 GeV in both cases. The results from the CMS collaboration [25] are similar. The cross section bounds set by CMS on stops are truncated at 1 TeV. However for m 500 GeV they asymptote to the gluino bounds. This is coincidental, but the trend is expected to continue for masses above 1 TeV, since the offline selection is fully efficient and the online selection has the same effect in the two cases 1 . Using the gluino bound and the heavy quark pair production cross section, we get m u 1020 GeV. Again this is the most conservative bound, coming from a tracker only search. Considering different hadronization models [26] [27] [28] and including the full detector can increase the exclusion by approximately 80 GeV.
b. R /µ flavor anarchic If R is flavor anarchic the FCNC constraints discussed before apply and we require R 4 × 10 −2 . In the limit of large m u , we find the decay widths to be
where we have shown the flavor indexes of the R matrix. The relation between the decay into the Higgs boson and the gauge bosons is given by the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem. If R or µ are flavor anarchic, the size of the third generation Yukawas implies that the mirror up and down quarks preferentially decay into third generation SM quarks. The decays are prompt for 
respectively. In the large mass limit, they reduce to the values predicted by the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem.
their bounds are between 700 and 800 GeV. For these values of the heavy quark mass, the branching ratios respect the 2:1:1 relation from the Goldstone boson equivalence theorem to better than 10% as shown in Fig. 1 . The most stringent limit for a u decaying to third generation quarks is m u 810 GeV, set by the ATLAS leptons plus jets search in [29] . For a down type heavy quark the bound is m d 730 GeV. In this case a CMS multilepton search [30] and the same ATLAS search discussed above have comparable sensitivity. c. µ approximately flavor diagonal If µ is flavor diagonal, the mirror quarks within LHC reach can only decay into first generation quarks. Fig. 1 shows the branching ratios of a mirror up quark as a function of its mass. The decays are prompt for R 10 −3 . The most recent direct search at the LHC was performed by CMS using q → W q final states [31] . For the branching ratios in Fig. 1 (BR [q → W q] ≈ 0.5) the analysis gives a bound weaker than 500 GeV, the last mass point in the collaboration exclusion. A more systematic approach that includes signal regions sensitive to decays to Z and Higgs bosons was adopted in [32] . Here m u ,d
530 GeV is excluded for our values of the branching ratios, when the single production of the heavy quarks is subdominant. As discussed above, searches for singly produced mirror quarks [33] [34] [35] are not sensitive to these models, while searches for three jet resonances [36] , multileptons [37] or leptoquarks [38] if recasted would give weaker bounds than those already shown [39, 40] .
IV. COSMOLOGY
A generic problem that all of these models face is the presence of domain walls associated with the spontaneous breaking of party. Thus the reheating temperature of the universe should be below f ≈ 10 8 −10 9 GeV. If the mirror particles are stable, their relic abundance overcloses the universe and the reheating temperature needs to be below 1 − 10 TeV so that the mirror sector is not reheated. For the rest of the discussion we consider a mirror sector within LHC reach, i.e. f ≈ 10 8 GeV. If the mirror quarks are unstable, then they all decay before BBN for R 10 −13 (10 −8 ) in the flavor anarchic (diagonal) case, a comparable constraint can be easily derived for mirror leptons. The only potential problem are the mirror neutrinos. If we allow for an explicit breaking of lepton number, we can write the Lagrangian
We can then integrate out the right-handed neutrinos and give mass to the light ones through the seesaw mechanism,
In this setting, the mirror neutrinos freeze-out when relativistic and can overclose the universe. However they mix with the SM left-handed neutrinos and are heavy enough to decay into SM particles. Requiring the decays to take place before BBN gives µ ν 10 8 GeV, where here and in the following we assume SM neutrino masses around one eV. Alternatively, lepton number could be preserved so that the Majorana mass terms in Eq. (10) are absent. Integrating out ν c and ν c gives the higher dimensional operator
These mirror neutrinos act like right-handed neutrinos with a small dirac mass and freeze out when they are still relativistic. Their contribution to the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom during BBN (recombination) is ∆N eff = 0.14(0.03), well below current constraints [41, 42] . The µ = 0 case has another rather remarkable property. Since the mirror Higgs vev is so large, the quartic has run to a much smaller value when the electroweak phase transition takes place in the mirror sector and it is first order! This allows for electroweak baryogenesis to proceed in the mirror sector. Since the electroweak phase transition is already first order, we only need to introduce new CP violation such that the phase of the quark masses depends on the Higgs vev. This has the potential to ruin the solution to the strong CP problem. For example, one could introduce CP violation of the form
with Λ an order of magnitude or so above f so that the CP violation is large enough to generate the observed baryon number asymmetry. In this case after H and H obtain different vevs, the phases of the mass matrices are no longer exactly opposite to each other and the Strong CP problem is reintroduced. However, if the new particles which generate the Higgs dependent quark mass phases are parity even, we have quark masses that behave as
Even when H and H get different vevs, the phases remain opposite to each other and the solution to the strong CP problem is unperturbed. After successful electroweak baryogenesis in the mirror sector, the generated B+L asymmetry can be washed out by the sphalerons in our sector. This happens if the baryon and lepton numbers in the two sectors are in chemical equilibrium or if the mirror sector particles decay before sphalerons freeze-out. Both of these circumstances can be avoided by an appropriate choice of R . We find that if the decays of the quarks take place when the SM temperature is between 100 GeV and an MeV, the mirror sector baryon number is naturally not in chemical equilibrium with the SM when electroweak sphalerons are active and the synthesis of light elements proceeds undisturbed. If R satisfies the requirement 10 
10
−16 , where q = u or d , then the mirror quarks decay in the right epoch. This choice automatically ensures that interactions of the type→are not in equilibrium at high temperatures before the SM electroweak sphalerons freeze-out. For these values of the decay widths, we have decay lengths between a cm and 10 10 cm. In a fraction of the parameter space where we can have successful baryogenesis, the mirror quarks appear as displaced vertices at the LHC [43] [44] [45] . However this is not guaranteed since we could have the mirror leptons decay when the SM sphalerons are not in equilibrium and still produce a baryon asymmetry. We leave a more detailed treatment to future work.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that solutions to the strong CP problem based on parity are potentially testable at the LHC. Constraints from higher dimensional operators and the stringent bounds on the neutron EDM force the presence of colored particles with mass smaller than about 10 TeV. These new particles can be collider stable or decay into the SM quarks through a W, Z or Higgs boson. Current limits on their masses range between 500 GeV and 1 TeV. The second run of the LHC will explore a larger fraction of parameter space as will future 100 TeV proton colliders [46, 47] . This works motivates collider searches for weak scale particles based on the strong CP problem, rather than the traditional hierarchy problem or the WIMP miracle. Some of the signatures that we discuss, such as stable heavy quarks and decays to light quarks, are not similar to any of the traditional manifestations of a solution to the hierarchy problem and have never been paramount in the experimental collaborations schedules.
